
A large financial cooperative 

With more than 5 million members across the country, the 
organization is one of Brazil's largest cooperative financial institutions. 
Every day, it offers millions of people and businesses a wide range of 
services and products to manage their financial affairs – from banking 
to loans, investments, and insurance. As a large cooperative financial 
organization, it invests in people to be entrepreneurs, rural producers, 
and social project leaders across the country. To achieve its vision of 
sustainable growth for the whole of society, the nonprofit supports 
local economies, particularly in disadvantaged and rural areas with 
small or overlooked businesses.
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Quick facts

1 Plan
to future-proof SAP systems  
on AWS

100% Clarity
gained on costs, needs 
& expected benefits for 
upcoming cloud migration

5 Mill. members
will be better served with 
innovative financial services



 ›  Reduced infrastructure costs 
Review and right-sizing hardware usage to save 60 percent hardware costs.

 › SAP application resiliency and scalability 
Implementing a Disaster Recovery solution, reviewing backup retention policy, and enabling data encryp-
tion to improve application stability and data protection.

 › Bring SAP system up-to-date 
Upgrading the operating system, applications, and database, including SAP ECC, SAP Fiori, SAP Portal, 
and Process Integration running on Oracle Database (RAC) and TDF on HANA to the latest versions, en-
abling better compatibility with the AWS infrastructure and take advantage of new application features

 › Extend AWS Cloud Support Services 
Increase from minimum AWS support level to dedicated SAP support on AWS instances.

Coping with an outdated SAP System

It has become more challenging to adapt its services to ever-changing needs, responding quickly with innovative 
online financial solutions and products. The nonprofit had already leveraged cloud benefits by developing a series 
of digital products on AWS, like mobile banking. It had created mobile apps and online credit card services, but 
the underlying corporate IT environment consisted of disparate legacy IT systems and outdated applications. Its 
on-premises virtualized SAP infrastructure was characterized by complexity, inflexibility, poor scalability, and little 
application resiliency. The organization’s small IT team struggled to cope with an SAP operating system running 
out of support, growing administrative overhead, and ever-increasing hardware costs.

Although the institution had begun exploring AWS cloud technology, it lacked the insight and expertise to 
move its legacy data center cost-effectively to the cloud. Previously successful collaborations led the nonprofit to 
partner with SoftwareONE to identify the best approach to migrating its SAP workloads to AWS.

A comprehensive assessment with SoftwareONE

SoftwareONE conducted an SAP on AWS Assessment, with funding support from Amazon Web Services. As 
a certified AWS Migration Acceleration Program (MAP) Partner for SAP, SoftwareONE applied its skills and 
experience to assess the nonprofit’s IT infrastructure to define a clear strategy and road map to move its 
substantial SAP workload to the AWS cloud. 

Close regular coordination with SoftwareONE ensured the organization that existing functionalities, business, 
and IT requirements were fully considered to fully focus on the nonprofit's goal to upgrade and secure its SAP 
systems from failures to achieve high availability, scalability, and control costs. In this way, priorities were aligned 
with risk factors and preconditions identified.

Based on the SAP on AWS Assessment, SoftwareONE recommended a lift-and-shift migration to move the 
nonprofit’s SAP workloads completely from on-premise to AWS. In this way, the SAP development and quality 
assurance systems would be moved first, followed by the SAP production system. In specific, SoftwareONE 
defined the potential migration architecture, including high availability options, disaster recovery, and backup 
strategies. The plan set the migration timeline, future SAP landscape design, and estimates of AWS cloud 
consumption. Key recommendations included:

The challenge

The solution



The outcome

Ready for cloud journey take-off
 › Cloud journey accelerated 

Working with SoftwareONE and AWS successfully accelerated the nonprofit’s AWS cloud journey it was 
already on. The SAP on AWS assessment paved the way to a future-proof SAP infrastructure and prioritized 
the right steps to continue its digital transformation.

 › A better understanding 
of moving from on-premise to AWS including costs, needs, and risks, facilitated decision-making and 
helped the organization confirm its path forward for its cloud approach. 

 ›  Ready for next steps 
A clear migration roadmap for a lift-and-shift approach to AWS set out migration architecture consider-
ations and recommendations to reduce possible risks along the migration. This will help the organization 
prepare for the transition accordingly and execute the lift-and-shift migration efficiently.

 › Increased support from business stakeholders 
for a full SAP on AWS adoption, resulting from the demonstrated benefits like scalability, application re-
siliency as well as huge cost savings, improved business processes, and reduced workload for the IT team 
thanks to a leaner IT infrastructure.

 › Focus on its mission 
Leveraging SoftwareONE’s SAP on AWS expertise and experience in the nonprofit sector during the mi-
gration process will help the organization better focus on its core work, innovating financial opportunities 
to invest in society sustainably.
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